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Tis paper investigates single-period inventory management problems with uncertain market demand, where the exact possibility
distribution of demand is unavailable. In this condition, it is important to order a reliable quantity which can immunize against
distribution uncertainty. To model this type of single-period inventory management problem, this paper characterizes the
uncertain demand by generalized interval-valued possibility distributions. We present a novel concept about an uncertain
distribution set to describe distribution perturbation characterization. First, we introduce a lambda selection of the interval-valued
fuzzy variable, and the uncertain distribution set is a collection of all generalized possibility distributions of lambda selection
variables. According to the uncertain distribution set, a new distributionally robust fuzzy optimization method is developed for
single-period inventory management problems. Under mild assumptions, the robust counterpart of the proposed fuzzy single-
period inventory management model is formulated, which is an optimization program with certain linear objectives and infnitely
many integral constraints. We discuss the computational issue of integral constraints and reformulate equivalently the robust
counterpart as three deterministic inventory submodels under generalized interval-valued trapezoidal possibility distributions.
According to the characteristics of three submodels, a domain decomposition method is designed to fnd the robust optimal
solution that can immunize against uncertainty in our single-period inventory management problem. Finally, some compu-
tational results demonstrate the efciency of the proposed distributionally robust fuzzy optimization method.

1. Introduction

Te single-period inventory management problem (news-
vendor problem) is a classical problem in the literature on
inventorymanagement [1].Te essential characteristic of the
problem is that only one period is relevant and that there is
no chance to place any subsequent orders during the period.
In our real life, many products have such characteristics like
seasonal products, sports goods, and fashion items, so the
single-period inventory management problem provides a
very useful framework to make decision about the optimal
order quantity. Te single-period inventory management
problem has been studied since the 18th century, and it has
been widely used to analyze supply chains with perishable
and fashionable products. Khouja [2] reviewed the extensive
contributions to the single-period inventory problem. Qin

et al. [1] reviewed additional contributions and extended the
prior reviews by considering several specifc extensions.
Most of the extensions have been made in a probabilistic
framework and focused on the case that market demand was
assumed to be random and characterized by random vari-
ables. However, many products today have shorter and
shorter life cycles due to rapid technology upgrades. Tat is
to say, growing innovation rates and shorter product life
cycles make the market demand extremely variable. In this
case, decision makers do have not enough historical data to
determine the exact probability distribution of demand.
Under incomplete information about the probability dis-
tribution of demand, some interesting research studies have
been documented in the literature [3–5]. Te stochastic
approach seems to be less conservative than the worst-case-
oriented robust optimization approach. Tis is so if indeed
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the uncertain data are of a stochastic nature and if decision
makers are able to provide the associated probability
distribution.

However, the above two if’s are too restrictive in some
practical inventory management problems, in which the
probability distribution of the market demand is unavailable
due to the lack of the related historical data or information.
At the same time, the demand in these situations can be
approximately estimated based on the experts’ experiences
or subjective judgments. In this respect, there are some early
applications of fuzzy set theory to inventory management
problems in the literature [6–8]. Since then, there has been
growing interest in the study of the single-period inventory
model under fuzzy uncertainty [9–12]. In numerous un-
certain inventory management problems, optimal order
quantities often depend heavily on the distributions of
uncertain market demands. Te work mentioned above
studied inventory management problems under the as-
sumption that the exact possibility distributions of uncertain
demands were available, which motivates us to address
uncertain inventory management problems in a more ad-
vanced setting.

In this paper, we develop a new distributionally robust
optimization method for the single-period inventory
management problem, in which the uncertain demand is
characterized by uncertain distribution sets. Compared with
the existing literature, the novelties of this study include the
following several aspects:

(i) When the distribution of uncertain market demand
is only partially known, this paper presents a new
method to model the uncertain demand by un-
certain distribution sets.

(ii) Based on uncertain distribution sets, this paper
investigates a new robust modeling framework for a
single-period inventory management problem that
incorporates the robust credibilistic optimization
method and the risk-neutral criterion. Under mild
assumptions, the robust counterpart of the original
inventory management optimization model is
formulated.

(iii) Under generalized interval-valued trapezoidal
possibility distributions of uncertain market de-
mand, theoretical analysis demonstrates that the
robust counterpart of original inventory problems is
equivalent to three submodels with diferent sub-
regions. As a result, we design a domain decom-
position method to fnd the robust optimal solution
of our single-period inventory management
problem.

(iv) Te computational results demonstrate that the
proposed distributionally robust optimization
method can help the retailer order a reliable
quantity to immunize against the uncertain demand
in our single-period inventory management
problem.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of related works. Section 3 frst introduces

generalized interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy variables.
Ten, a new concept of an uncertain distribution set is
proposed for a given parametric interval-valued possibility
distribution. Section 4 develops a robust modeling frame-
work for single-period inventory management problems, in
which the possibility distributions of lambda selections vary
in a given uncertain distribution set. Under mild assump-
tions, the robust counterpart of the original uncertain in-
ventory problem is also formulated. Section 5 discusses the
computational issue of infnitely many integral constraints
and turns the robust counterpart problem into its equivalent
parametric programming submodels. Section 6 designs a
domain decomposition method to solve the obtained three
deterministic parametric programming submodels. Section
7 performs some numerical experiments to demonstrate our
new robust modeling idea. Section 8 gives our conclusions.

2. Literature Review

Te single-period inventory management problem has been
studied since the 18th century in the economic literature.
Starting from the 1950s, the single-period inventory man-
agement problem has been extended to model a great variety
of real-life problems. In the following, we classify the lit-
erature of single-period inventory management problems
into three streams. Te frst stream is the random market
demand with exact probability distributions. Te second
stream is the incomplete information about probability
distributions of demand, and the third stream is the study of
the single-period inventory model under fuzzy uncertainty.

2.1. Random Market Demand. Te classical single-period
inventory management problem was studied under random
market demand, where the market demand was treated as an
exogenous parameter. Based on the fact that the retailer may
adjust the price in order to reduce or increase market de-
mand, Lau and Lau [13] studied the extension of the classical
single-period inventory management problem with a sto-
chastic price-demand. For the simplest price-demand re-
lationship, analytical solutions to the extended single-period
inventory problem were obtained. For other cases, they
developed numerical solution procedures. Based on the fact
that market demand could be infuenced by many marketing
activities, such as advertising and sales calls, Kraiselburd
et al. [14] studied the efect of marketing eforts on market
demand, where the mean market demand was modeled as a
nondecreasing function of the marketing efort. In addition,
some marketing researchers believe that quantity stock has a
positive impact on market demand. Balakrishnan et al. [15]
generalized the single-period inventory problem to incor-
porate the stochastic and initial stock-level-dependent de-
mand. In order to capture the efect of the stock level on
demand, they considered a general random demand model
via an inverse fractile function. Khouja [2] reviewed the
extensive contributions to the single-period inventory
management problem, such as diferent news-vendor
pricing policies, discounting structures, and diferent states
of information about demand. Qin et al. [1] reviewed
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additional contributions and extended the prior reviews by
considering several specifc extensions such as analyzing the
impact of the price, marketing efort, and stocking quantity
on market demand.

2.2. Incomplete Information about Probability Distribution of
Demand. Some researchers considered the single-period
inventory management problem where the market demand
did not satisfy the assumption of having a specifc proba-
bility distribution of demand. In this case, some interesting
research studies have been documented in the literature.
Scarf [16] addressed the single-period inventory manage-
ment problem where only the mean and variance of market
demand was known. He modeled the problem by maxi-
mizing the expected proft against the worst possible dis-
tribution of the demand. Gallego and Moon [17] presented a
simpler proof of Scarf’s ordering rule and provided four
extensions to the distribution-free single-period inventory
management problem. Hill [18] applied a Bayesian meth-
odology to the single-period inventory management prob-
lem where random demands followed known distributions
with unknown but fxed parameters. Ridder et al. [19]
studied the efects of demand variability on the proft. Tat
is, higher demand variability resulted in larger variance and
smaller proft. When the distribution of demand had known
support, mean, and variance, Kamburowski [3] studied the
single-period inventory management problem and derived
the closed form formulas for the worst-case and best-case
order quantities. Qin and Shang [4] and Wang et al. [5]
applied a robust optimization approach to stochastic in-
ventory management problems. So far, the robust optimi-
zation approach [20] has become an important research
direction.

2.3. Fuzzy Market Demand. In fuzzy decision systems,
several researchers have studied the inventory management
problem based on fuzzy set theory. Petrović et al. [8] pro-
posed two fuzzy models for single-period inventory man-
agement problems and discussed the efects of changing the
membership function shapes of fuzzy inventory data on the
optimal order quantity. Ishii and Konno [21] considered the
stochastic demand with fuzzy shortage cost in the single-
period inventory management problem. Kao and Hsu [22]
proposed a single-period inventory model to fnd the op-
timal order quantity of the newsboy, in which the demand
was described by subjectively determined membership
functions. Li et al. [23] considered a single-period fuzzy
inventory model, in which the optimal order quantity was
achieved through fuzzy ordering of fuzzy numbers with
respect to their total integral values. Dutta et al. [24] for-
mulated a single-period inventory model with reordering
opportunities under fuzzy demand. Chen and Ho [11]
considered the optimal inventory policy for the single-pe-
riod inventory problem with quantity discount. Xu and Zhai
[25] expressed the demand as an L-R type fuzzy number.
Under perfect coordination and in contrast with the non-
coordination case, they investigated the optimization of the
vertically integrated two-stage supply chain. Yu and Jin [9]

developed the return policy in a supply chain with sym-
metric channel information and asymmetric channel in-
formation, respectively. Yu et al. [10] proposed a single-
period inventory model with fuzzy price-dependent demand
and discussed the conditions to determine the optimal
pricing and inventory decisions jointly so that the expected
proft could be maximized. Sang [12] considered a supply
chain model with two competitive manufacturers and a
common retailer, where the parameters of demand function
and manufacturing costs were treated as fuzzy variables. For
a single-vendor multiretailer supply chain, Sadeghi et al. [26]
developed a constrained vendor-managed inventory model
with trapezoidal fuzzy demand. Based on credibility mea-
sures, Guo [27] proposed two optimization models where
uncertain demands were characterized by discrete and
continuous possibility distributions, respectively. Te ana-
lytical expressions of the optimal order quantity were de-
rived in the above cases. Under variable possibility
distributions of uncertain demand, Guo et al. [28] studied a
multiproduct single-period inventory management
problem.

Most of the existing literature studied inventory man-
agement problems under the assumption that the exact
membership function or possibility distribution of fuzzy
variables was available. Based on a given uncertainty dis-
tribution set, Guo and Liu [29] studied a distributionally
robust optimization method for the single-period inventory
management problem, which motivates us to study inven-
tory management problems from a new perspective.

3. Uncertain Distribution Set

Fuzzy possibility theory has been introduced in the literature
[30, 31]. For a detailed overview of the relationship between
interval-valued fuzzy variables and interval type-2 fuzzy
variables, we refer to Pagola et al. [32] and Bustince et al.
[33].

In order to characterize the perturbation of the possi-
bility distribution in some practical inventory management
problems, we frst introduce the representation method for
the interval-valued distribution of fuzzy variables [34]. If the
secondary possibility distribution of a type-2 fuzzy variable ξ
is the following subinterval,

x − r1

r2 − r1
− θl

x − r1

r2 − r1
,

x − r1

r2 − r1
+ θr

r2 − x

r2 − r1
 , (1)

of [0,1] for x ∈ [r1, r2], the subinterval [1 − θl, 1] of [0,1] for
x ∈ [r2, r3], and the following subinterval,

r4 − x

r4 − r3
− θl

r4 − x

r4 − r3
,

r4 − x

r4 − r3
+ θr

x − r3

r4 − r3
 , (2)

of [0,1] for x ∈ [r3, r4], then the fuzzy variable ξ is called a
generalized parametric interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy
variable, where θl, θr ∈ [0, 1] are two parameters charac-
terizing the degree of uncertainty that ξ takes on the value x.
For simplicity, we denote the generalized parametric in-
terval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy variable ξ by
Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ) with θ � (θl, θr). Te secondary
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possibility distribution is called the nominal possibility
distribution of ξ when θl � θr � 0, and the fuzzy variable
characterized by the nominal possibility distribution is
denoted by ξn.

In order to address the fuzzy variable with the parametric
interval-valued possibility distribution, we next introduce its
selection variable, which is diferent from the existing lit-
erature [35, 36]. Suppose ξ is a generalized parametric in-
terval-valued fuzzy variable with the secondary possibility
distribution μξ(x) � [μξL (x; θl), μξU (x; θr)]. Te fuzzy var-
iable ξL is called the lower selection variable of ξ if ξL has the
generalized parametric possibility distribution μξL (x; θl).
Te fuzzy variable ξU is called the upper selection variable of
ξ if ξU has the generalized parametric possibility distribution
μξU (x; θr). For any λ ∈ [0, 1], a fuzzy variable ξλ is called a
lambda selection of ξ if ξλ has the following generalized
parametric possibility distribution:

μξλ(x; θ) � λμξU x; θr(  +(1 − λ)μξL x; θl( . (3)

Theorem 1. Let ξ � Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ) be a generalized
parametric interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy variable and ξλ

be its lambda selection. Ten, for any real r, the credibility of
ξλ ≤ r  is computed by

Cr ξλ ≤ r  �

0, r ∈ − ∞, r1( ,

1
2
λθr +

r − r1(  1 − (1 − λ)θl − λθr 

2 r2 − r1( 
, r ∈ r1, r2 ,

1
2

−
(1 − λ)θl

2
, r ∈ r2, r3 ,

1 − (1 − λ)θl, r ∈ r3, r4 ,

−
1
2

λθr +
r4 − r(  1 − (1 − λ)θl − λθr 

r4 − r3
 ,

1 − (1 − λ)θl, r ∈ r4, +∞ .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

Proof. According to the defnition of the generalized
parametric interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy variable, if
ξ � Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ), then the generalized possibility
distributions of the lower selection variable ξL and the
upper selection variable ξU can be determined [34].

By the defnition of ξλ, the generalized possibility dis-
tribution of ξλ is

μξλ(r; θ) �

λθr +
r − r1(  1 − (1 − λ)θl − λθr 

r2 − r1
, r ∈ r1, r2 ,

1 − (1 − λ)θl, r ∈ r2, r3 ,

λθr +
r4 − r(  1 − (1 − λ)θl − λθr 

r4 − r3
, r ∈ r3, r4 .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

According to the defnition of the credibility measure
[37], the credibility of ξλ ≤ r  is computed by

Cr ξλ ≤ r  �
1
2

sup
t∈R

μξλ(t; θ) + sup
t≤r

μξλ(t; θ)

− sup
t>r

μξλ(t; θ)

�

0, r ∈ − ∞, r1( ,

1
2
λθr +

r − r1(  1 − (1 − λ)θl − λθr 

2 r2 − r1( 
, r ∈ r1, r2 ,

1
2

−
(1 − λ)θl

2
, r ∈ r2, r3 ,

1 − (1 − λ)θl, r ∈ r3, r4 ,

−
1
2

λθr +
r4 − r(  1 − (1 − λ)θl − λθr 

r4 − r3
 ,

1 − (1 − λ)θl, r ∈ r4 +∞ .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

Te proof of the theorem is complete.
For a generalized parametric interval-valued trapezoidal

fuzzy variable ξ � Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ), the generalized
credibility Cr ξλ ≤ r  with respect to r is plotted in Figure 1.

Given an interval-valued fuzzy variable ξ, we next defne
the uncertain distribution set to describe the distribution
perturbation of the interval-valued possibility distribution
[μξL (x; θl), μξU (x; θr)].

Defnition 1. Assume that ξ is a generalized parametric
interval-valued fuzzy variable with the secondary possibility
distribution μξ(x) � [μξL(x; θl), μξU(x; θr)]. For any
λ ∈ [0, 1], the generalized possibility distribution of the
lambda selection ξλ is denoted as μξλ(x; θ). Ten, the un-
certain distribution setU of ξ is defned as a collection of all
generalized possibility distributions μξλ(x; θ) of lambda
selections ξλ, i.e.,

U � μξλ(x; θ) μξλ(x; θ)
 � λμξU x; θr( 

+(1 − λ)μξL x; θl( , λ ∈ [0, 1].

(7)
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For a generalized parametric interval-valued trapezoidal
fuzzy variable ξ � Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ), the generalized pos-
sibility distributions of ξL, ξU, and ξλ are plotted in Figure 2.

In the next section, we develop a robust modeling
method for single-period inventory management problems
under the given uncertain distribution set in (7).

4. Formulation of Robust Inventory Models

4.1. Problem Description and Notations. Consider a single-
period inventory management problem consisting of one
supplier and one retailer, where the supplier sells products to
the retailer and the retailer faces the uncertain market de-
mand. Suppose that products are sold only in one period and
that the retailer has no chance to place a second order. After
the supplier sets a price for his products, the retailer makes
the decision to maximize his proft according to holding
costs, goodwill costs for shortages, and his estimate on the
demand. In practice, the difculty faced by the retailer is to
forecast the demand during the decision-making process.
Because the uncertain market demand is nonnegative and
bounded variable in the light of the actual conditions, the
trapezoidal fuzzy demand variable is a common variable to
characterize this demand. In order to build our dis-
tributionally robust optimization model, we next give some
necessary notations and model parameters.

Fixed parameters are as follows.
cr is the retailer’s treatment cost of a unit product.
c is the total cost of a unit product and c � cr + ws.
s is the salvage value of a unit residual product.
g is the retailer’s goodwill cost for unit unmet demand.
p is the retailer’s sales price of a unit product.
ws is the wholesale price of a unit product charged by

suppliers.
Te decision variable is as follows.
Q is the retailer’s order quantity.
Uncertain parameters are as follows.
ξ is the uncertain market demand

ξ � Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ).
ξλ is the lambda selection of the uncertain demand ξ.
In the following discussion, we assume p> c> s to avoid

trivial problems. Consider a lambda selection ξλ of a demand

ξ, where μξλ(x; θ) ∈ U is the generalized parametric pos-
sibility distribution of ξλ. When a retailer determines to
order Q units of products, the sales volume, holding, and
shortage quantity for the retailer are denoted as min (ξλ, Q),
max (Q − ξλ, 0), and max (ξλ − Q, 0), respectively. Under
this condition, the total proft for the retailer can be rep-
resented as

π Q, ξλ  � pmin ξλ, Q  + smax Q − ξλ, 0 

− gmax ξλ − Q, 0  − ws + cr( Q.
(8)

Te objective of a retailer is to maximize the total proft.
When the demand ξ is known exactly in advance, the best
decision is to order exactly quantity ξ. In the next subsection,
we build a novel robust inventory optimization model,
where the uncertain demand is characterized by a given
uncertain distribution set. For a detailed overview of the
robust optimization framework, we refer to Ben-Tal et al.
[38], Bertsimas et al. [39], and Gorissen et al. [40].

4.2. Development of the Single-Period Inventory Model in the
Fuzzy Decision System. In the fuzzy decision system, the
single-period inventory problem has been studied in
[8, 22, 23], in which the basic model is built as

max
Q
  I[π(Q, ξ)]

s.t. r1 ≤Q≤ r4,

(9)

where ξ is a fuzzy demand and I is some defuzzifcation
method for the associated fuzzy proft π(Q, ξ). Te work
mentioned above studied the single inventory management
problem under the assumption that the exact membership
function or possibility distribution of uncertain demand ξ
was available.

In the present paper, we study the single-period in-
ventory management problem from a new perspective.
When the information of the uncertain demand ξ is partially
known, we characterize it by the parametric interval-valued
possibility distribution μξ(x) � [μξL (x; θl), μξU (x; θr)]. After
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that, we introduce the lambda selection ξλ of the interval-
valued demand and defne the uncertain distribution set as
in (7).

Given the generalized possibility distribution μξλ(x; θ) of
the lambda selection ξλ, the total proft π(Q, ξλ) for the
retailer is represented by (8). Based on L–S integral [41], the
mean proft of π(Q, ξλ) is computed by


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r , (10)

where the measure is induced by the nondecreasing function
Cr ξλ ≤ r . It is obvious that the mean proft (10) depends on
the generalized parametric possibility distribution μξλ(x; θ)

of the lambda selection ξλ of the uncertain demand ξ.
Finally, we develop the following robust inventory op-

timization model for a single-period inventory management
problem:

max
Q


r1,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r : r1 ≤Q≤ r4  
μξλ(x;θ)∈U

,

(11)

which is a collection of optimization models.

max
Q
 

r1 ,r4[ ]
π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r ,

s.t.  r1 ≤Q≤ r4,

(12)

where possibility distribution μξλ(x; θ) varies in U.
It is evident that our robust inventory optimization

model (11) is totally diferent from model (9). In addition,
the solution concept to model (11) is diferent from that to
model (9), which is addressed in details in the next
subsection.

4.3. Robust Counterpart of the Proposed Inventory Optimi-
zation Model. In this subsection, we deal with the robust
counterpart of distributionally robust single-period in-
ventory problem (11). In contrast to fuzzy inventory
optimization model (9), where the uncertain demand has
a fxed membership function or possibility distribution, a
collection of a single-period inventory optimization
problem like (12) is not associated by itself with the
concepts of feasible solutions, optimal solutions and
optimal values. Te answer to the question rests on some
implicit assumptions on the underlying decision-making
environment. In this paper, we focus on the environment
with the following assumptions.

A1. Te retailer’s order quantity Q in problem (11)
represents “here and now” decision; it should be
assigned a specifc numerical value as a result of solving
the problem before the actual demand data ξ reveal
themselves.
A . Te decision maker is fully responsible for the
consequence of the decision to be made when and only
when the parametric possibility distribution μξλ(x; θ)

varies in the uncertain distribution set U specifed by
(7).
A3. Te constraints in model (11) cannot be violated
when the parametric possibility distribution μξλ(x; θ)

varies in U.

Te three assumptions lead to the robust feasible solu-
tion to optimization problem (11). Considering all the
generalized possibility distributions in U, the objective
function will be constructed with respect to the worst-case
mean proft. Terefore, this leads to solving the dis-
tributionally robust optimization model. By A1, the
meaningful feasible solution to the uncertain single-period
inventory management problem should be a fxed variable;
Based on the spirit of the worse-case-oriented assumptions,
A andA3, the robust mean value of the objective in (11) at a
candidate order quantity Q is the smallest mean value


[r1 ,r4]
π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  over all parametric possibility

distribution μξλ(x; θ) from the uncertain distribution set U,
i.e.,

inf
μξλ(r;θ)∈U


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r . (13)

Te best robust feasible solution is the one that solves the
following optimization problem:

max
Q
  inf
μξλ(x;θ)∈U


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r ,

s.t.  r1 ≤Q≤ r4.

(14)

Problem (14) is called the robust counterpart of problem
(11). We should seek the maximal robust mean value of the
objective among all robust feasible solutions to the uncertain
single-period inventory problem. If we introduce an extra
variable t and reformulate problem (14) as an optimization
problem with a certain objective, then robust counterpart
(14) can be rewritten equivalently as the following optimi-
zation problem:

max
t,Q
  t

s.t.
r1,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r ≥ t,∀μξλ(x; θ) ∈ U,

r1 ≤Q≤ r4.

(15)

So far, we have obtained equivalent robust coun-
terpart optimization problem (15) in variables Q and t,
where the objective is not afected by uncertainty at all.
Te optimal solution and optimal value to robust
counterpart (14) or (15) is called the robust optimal
solution and the robust optimal value to problem (11),
respectively. Note that robust counterpart (15) has a
certain linear objective and infnitely many integral
constraints, which are usually computationally intrac-
table. In the next section, we discuss the equivalent
deterministic programming model of problem (15) and
design its solution algorithm.
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5. The Equivalent Programming Models of the
Robust Counterpart

5.1. Te Analytical Representation of the Mean Proft. In
order to solve robust counterpart (15), it is required to derive
the analytical representation of the following mean proft:


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r , (16)

where the generalized credibility Cr ξ ≤ r{ } is computed by
(4). We frst give the following result about the analytical
representation of the mean proft.

Theorem  . (Guo [27]). If ξ is a fuzzy demand variable with
a fnite expected value, then the analytical representation of
the mean proft is


[0,+∞]

π(Q, r)dC r ξ ≤ r{ } � p + g − ws − cr( hQ

− (p + g − s) 
Q

0
Cr ξ ≤ r{ }dr − gμ,

(17)

where h � lim
r⟶ +∞

Cr ξ ≤ r{ } and μ � 
[0,+∞]

rdC r ξ ≤ r{ }.
If ξλ is the lambda selection of Tra(r1, r2, r3, r4; θ), then

π(Q, ξλ) is computed by


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  � p + g − ws − cr(  1 − (1 − λ)θl( Q

− (p + g − s) 
Q

0
Cr ξ ≤ r{ }dr − gμ,

(18)

where μ � [1 − (1 − λ)θl](r1 + r2 + r3 + r4/4) + (1/4)λθr

(r1 − r2 − r3 + r4).
According to Teorem 1, one has


Q

r1

Cr ξλ ≤ r dr �

λ
θr − Q

2
+ 2r2Q − 2r2 − r1( r1 

4 r2 − r1( 
r1 ≤Q< r2

+
h Q − r1( 

2

4 r2 − r1( 
,

λ
θr r2 − r1( 

4
+

h 2Q − r1 − r2( 

4
, r2 ≤Q< r3

λ
θr − Q

2
+ 2r3Q + r2 − r1(  r4 − r3(  − r

2
3 

4 r4 − r3( 

+
h Q

2
+ 2 r4 − 2r3( Q 

4 r4 − r3( 
r3 ≤Q≤ r4.

+
h r1 + r2(  r3 − r4(  + r

2
3 

4 r4 − r3( 
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(19)

By (18) and (19), when r1 ≤Q< r2, the mean proft has
the following analytical representation:
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r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  �

λ −
g θl r1 + r2 + r3 + r4(  + θr r1 − r2 − r3 + r4(  

4


−
Q 2θlr1(p + g + s − 2c) − 2r2 2θl(p + g − c) − θr(p + g − s)  

4 r2 − r1( 

−
r1(p + g − s) r1 θr + θl(  − 2r2θr 

4 r2 − r1( 

+
Q

2
(p + g − s) θr − θl( 

4 r2 − r1( 


+Q 1 − θl(  p + g − c +
r1(p + g − s)

2 r2 − r1( 
 

−
g 1 − θl(  r1 + r2 + r3 + r4( 

4

−
1 − θl( r

2
1(p + g − s)

4 r2 − r1( 

−
Q

2 1 − θl( (p + g − s)

4 r2 − r1( 
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(20)

Similarly, when r2 ≤Q< r3, the mean proft has the
following analytical representation:


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  �

λ
Qθl(p + g + s − 2c)

2
+

(p + g − s) r1 − r2( θr + r1 + r2( θl 

4


−
g θl r1 + r2 + r3 + r4(  + θr r1 − r2 − r3 + r4(  

4


+
Q 1 − θl( (p + g + s − 2c)

2
+

(p + g − s) 1 − θl(  r1 + r2( 

4

−
g 1 − θl(  r1 + r2 + r3 + r4( 

4
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

Finally, when r3 ≤Q≤ r4, the mean proft has the fol-
lowing analytical representation:
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r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  �

λ
Q r3 4θl(c − s) − 2θr(p + g − s)  + 2θlr4(p + g + s − 2c) 

4 r4 − r3( 


−
g θl r1 + r2 + r3 + r4(  + θr r1 − r2 − r3 + r4(  

4

+
θr(p + g − s) r

2
3 − r2 − r1(  r4 − r3(  

4 r4 − r3( 

−
θl(p + g − s) r1 + r2(  r3 − r4(  + r

2
3 

4 r4 − r3( 

+
Q

2
(p + g − s) θr − θl( 

4 r4 − r3( 


+Q 1 − θl( 
2r3 − r4

2 r4 − r3( 
(p + g − s) + p + g − c 

−
1 − θl( (p + g − s) r1 + r2(  r3 − r4(  + r

2
3 

4 r4 − r3( 

−
g 1 − θl(  r1 + r2 + r3 + r4( 

4

−
Q

2 1 − θl( (p + g − s)

4 r4 − r3( 
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(22)

5.2.TeEquivalentParametricProgrammingSubmodels of the
Robust Counterpart. In order to solve robust counterpart
problem (15), we introduce the following functions:

f1(Q) � −
Q 2θlr1(p + g + s − 2c) − 2r2 2θl(p + g − c) − θr(p + g − s)  

4 r2 − r1( 

−
g θl r1 + r2 + r3 + r4(  + θr r1 − r2 − r3 + r4(  

4

−
r1(p + g − s) r1 θr + θl(  − 2r2θr 

4 r2 − r1( 
+

Q
2
(p + g − s) θr − θl( 

4 r2 − r1( 
,

g1(Q) � −
Q

2 1 − θl( (p + g − s)

4 r2 − r1( 
−

1 − θl( r
2
1(p + g − s)

4 r2 − r1( 

+ Q 1 − θl(  p + g − c +
r1(p + g − s)

2 r2 − r1( 
  −

g 1 − θl(  r1 + r2 + r3 + r4( 

4
,
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f2(Q) �
Qθl(p + g + s − 2c)

2
+

(p + g − s) r1 − r2( θr + r1 + r2( θl 

4

−
g θl r1 + r2 + r3 + r4(  + θr r1 − r2 − r3 + r4(  

4
,

g2(Q) �
Q 1 − θl( (p + g + s − 2c)

2
+

(p + g − s) 1 − θl(  r1 + r2( 

4
−

g 1 − θl(  r1 + r2 + r3 + r4( 

4
,

f3(Q) �
Q r3 4θl(c − s) − 2θr(p + g − s)  + 2θlr4(p + g + s − 2c) 

4 r4 − r3( 
−

g θl r1 + r2 + r3 + r4(  + θr r1 − r2 − r3 + r4(  

4

+
θr(p + g − s) r

2
3 − r2 − r1(  r4 − r3(  

4 r4 − r3( 
−
θl(p + g − s) r1 + r2(  r3 − r4(  + r

2
3 

4 r4 − r3( 
+

Q
2
(p + g − s) θr − θl( 

4 r4 − r3( 
,

g3(Q) � Q 1 − θl( 
2r3 − r4
2 r4 − r3( 

(p + g − s) + p + g − c  −
Q

2 1 − θl( (p + g − s)

4 r4 − r3( 
−

g 1 − θl(  r1 + r2 + r3 + r4( 

4

−
1 − θl( (p + g − s) r1 + r2(  r3 − r4(  + r

2
3 

4 r4 − r3( 
.

(23)

Using the aforementioned notations, when r1 ≤Q< r2,
by the analytical representation of the mean proft, the

robust mean value has the following equivalent
representation:

inf
μξλ(r;θ)∈U


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  � − max − f1(Q), 0  + g1(Q). (24)

Similarly, when r2 ≤Q< r3, by the analytical represen-
tation of the mean proft, the robust mean value has the
following equivalent representation:

inf
μξλ(r;θ)∈U


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  � − max − f2(Q), 0  + g2(Q). (25)

Finally, when r3 ≤Q≤ r4, by the analytical representation
of the mean proft, the robust mean value has the following
equivalent representation:

inf
μξλ(r;θ)∈U


r1 ,r4[ ]

π(Q, r)dCr ξλ ≤ r  � − max − f3(Q), 0  + g3(Q). (26)

According to the above analytical representation of
the robust mean value, we decompose the feasible region
of robust counterpart (15) into three disjoint subregions
according to the values of the decision Q.

When r1 ≤Q< r2, robust counterpart (15) is equivalent
to the quadratic programming submodel:

max t1

s.t. g1(Q) − u1 ≥ t1,

f1(Q) + u1 ≥ 0,

u1 ≥ 0, r1 ≤Q< r2.

(27)

Similarly, when r2 ≤Q< r3, robust counterpart (15) is
equivalent to the linear programming submodel:
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max t2

s.t. g2(Q) − u2 ≥ t2,

f2(Q) + u2 ≥ 0,

u2 ≥ 0, r2 ≤Q< r3.

(28)

Finally, when r3 ≤Q≤ r4, robust counterpart (15) is
equivalent to the quadratic programming submodel:

max t3

s.t. g3(Q) − u3 ≥ t3,

f3(Q) + u3 ≥ 0,

u3 ≥ 0, r3 ≤Q≤ r4.

(29)

6. Domain Decomposition Method

We have decomposed robust counterpart problem (15) into
three deterministic parametric programming submodels
(27)–(29). Terefore, the feasible region of problem (15) is
decomposed into three disjoint subregions according to the
values of the decision Q. Te three subregions are just the
feasible regions of submodels (27)–(29). From this obser-
vation, we know that the global optimal solution of problem
(15) can be obtained by solving submodels (27)–(29). By
comparing the objective values of the obtained local optimal
solutions, we can fnd the global optimal solution. Tis
solution procedure is called the domain decomposition
method.

Given the values of distribution parameters θl and θr, the
solution process described above is summarized as follows.

Step 1. Parametric programming submodels (27)–(29) are
solved by using LINGO software, and the obtained local
optimal solutions are denoted as (Qi, ui, ti), i � 1, 2, 3.

Step 2. Te local objective values ti � gi(Qi) − ui are
compared at (Qi, ui, ti) for i � 1, 2, 3, and the global optimal
solution is obtained by the following formula:

tk � max1≤i≤3ti. (30)

Step 3. Qk is returned as the global optimal solution to
robust counterpart (15) with the optimal value gk(Qk) − uk.

Te obtained Qk value is called the robust optimal so-
lution to model (11).

7. Numerical Experiments

7.1. Problem Statement. In this section, we consider a
practical fanner inventory management problem during the
summer. Te retailer needs to order fanners before a selling
season. Based on the knowledge of the retailer, the number
of fanner demands ξ during the sales cycle is between 300
and 600, but the exact distribution on the interval [300, 600]

is unavailable. To model this situation, we characterize the
uncertain demand ξ of the fanner by the generalized
parametric interval-valued trapezoidal variable

Tra(300, 450, 550, 600; θl, θr), where θl and θr represent the
uncertainty degree of the market demand ξ in the interval
[300, 600]. Te unit wholesale price ws of the fanner is set by
the supplier, and the retailer orders the number of fanners
based on holding costs, goodwill costs for shortages, and his
estimate on demand during the summer. In this inventory
management problem, the values of model parameters are
set as follows.Te unit wholesale price ws is $55, and the unit
retail price p is $130.Te treatment cost cr of the unit fanner
is $5, and the goodwill cost g for unit unmet demand is $15.
In order to avoid overstock, the retailer can hold a special
clearance sale to sell all surplus fanners at the end of the sales
cycle, and there is no initial inventory on hand. It is expected
that any residual fanners could be sold at the price s � $20.

7.2. Computational Results of the Robust Counterpart. In
order to fnd the optimal order quantity of the fanner, we
solve robust counterpart (15) with respect to the following
uncertain distribution set:

U � μξλ μξλ   is  the possibility distribution of   ξ
λ

 , (31)

where ξλ is the lambda selection of the uncertain demand
ξ � Tra(300, 450, 550, 600; θl, θr).

Based on our designed domain decomposition method,
we employ LINGO software to solve three equivalent
submodels (27)–(29), where the values of parameters are
r1 � 300, r2 � 450, r3 � 550, and r4 � 600.

To identify the infuence of distribution parameters θr

and θl on solution results, we frst set the values of parameter
θl as 0.05, 0.08, and 0.1, respectively, and observe the re-
lationship between the robust optimal order quantity and
the parameter θr and the relationship between the robust
optimal mean proft and the parameter θr. Te computa-
tional results are plotted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively,
from which we fnd that the robust optimal order quantity
Q∗ is increasing with respect to the parameter θr, while the
robust optimal mean proft of the retailer is decreasing with
respect to the parameter θr. To further illustrate the impact
of distribution parameters θr and θl on the robust optimal
order quantity, the computational results with various values
of θr and fxed θl � 0.02 are reported in Table 1.

We next set the values of θr as 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3,
respectively, and observe the relationship between the robust
optimal order quantity the and parameter θl and the rela-
tionship between the robust optimal mean proft and the
parameter θl. Te computational results are plotted in
Figures 5 and 6, respectively, from which we fnd that the
robust optimal order quantity Q∗ is decreasing with respect
to the parameter θl, and the robust optimal mean proft of
the retailer is also decreasing with respect to the parameter
θl. To further illustrate the impact of distribution
parameters θr and θl on the robust optimal order quantity,
the computational results with various values of θl and fxed
θr � 0.28 are reported in Table 2.

So far, we have discussed the relationship between the
robust optimal order quantity and distribution parameters
θr and θl. By the defnition of distribution parameters θr and
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θl, the larger the distribution parameters, the larger the
uncertainty degree of uncertain demand. Te above com-
putational results support our arguments. In the next

section, we further compare the proposed distributionally
robust optimization method with other optimization ap-
proaches to the single-period inventory management
problem.
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Figure 3: Te relationship between the robust optimal order
quantity and the parameter θr.
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Figure 4: Te relationship between the robust optimal mean proft
and the parameter θr.

Table 1: Te robust optimal order quantity and the mean proft
with respect to θr.

θl θr Robust optimal order quantity Robust optimal
mean proft

0.02 0.15 571 28278.9
0.02 0.2 572 28078
0.02 0.22 573 27998.4
0.02 0.25 574 27879.4
0.02 0.28 575 27761.3
0.02 0.3 576 27683
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Figure 5: Te relationship between the robust optimal order
quantity and the parameter θl.
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Figure 6: Te relationship between the robust optimal mean proft
and the parameter θl.

Table 2: Te robust optimal order quantity and the mean proft
with respect to θl.

θl θr Robust optimal order quantity Robust optimal
mean proft

0.038 0.28 575 27761.2
0.0382 0.28 574 27760.8
0.0385 0.28 573 27759.5
0.0388 0.28 572 27757.2
0.039 0.28 571 27754.1
0.0395 0.28 570 27746.4
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7.3. Comparison Study

7.3.1. Comparing with the Deterministic Optimization
Method. We frst compare our robust optimization method
with the deterministic optimization method for the single-
period inventory management problem, where the demand
is known in advance. For the sake of comparison, we assume
that the deterministic demand d is a mean value of 475 for

the trapezoidal demand variable ξ � Tra(300, 450, 550, 600).
In this situation, the optimization problem can be formu-
lated as

max
r1 ≤ Q ≤ r4

π(Q), (32)

where

π(Q) � min s − ws − cr( Q + 475(p − s), p + g − ws − cr( Q − 475g . (33)

Obviously, π(Q) is a concave function with respect to Q. Te
total proft π(Q) gets its maximum in Q∗ � d � 475. Tat is,
the optimal order quantity is 475 with a maximum proft of
33250. It is evident that the solution (475) is totally diferent
from our robust optimal solutions reported in Tables 1 and 2.
In fact, note that a value of 33250 is larger than all robust
optimal values obtained in our numerical experiments, and the
optimal solution (475) to model (32) is in the subregion
[450,550]. Hence, there is no nonnegative number u2 such that
(475, u2, 33250) is a feasible solution to submodel (28), which
implies (475, u2, 33250) is not feasible to robust counterpart
problem (15).

7.3.2. Comparing with the Stochastic Optimization Method.
We now compare our robust optimization method with
the stochastic optimization method, in which the sto-
chastic demand ξ follows a trapezoidal probability density
function:

f(x) �

1
30000

(x − 300), 300≤ x≤ 450,

1
200

, 450≤ x≤ 550,

1
10000

(600 − x), 550≤ x≤ 600.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(34)

According to the stochastic optimization method for the
single-period inventory management problem [1], we know
that the optimal order quantity is 511 with a maximummean
proft of 30007. In this case, the support of stochastic de-
mand is [300, 600], which is the same as the support of
uncertain demand in our single-period inventory manage-
ment problem. However, compared with our robust optimal
solutions and robust optimal values reported in Tables 1 and
2, the optimal solution (511) to the stochastic model is not a
feasible solution to our robust counterpart problem (15),
which can be explained in the same way as in the deter-
ministic optimization method.

7.3.3. Comparing with the Fuzzy Optimization Method.
For the sake of comparison, suppose uncertain demand ξ
follows a trapezoidal possibility distribution (300, 450, 550,

600), which is the nominal possibility distribution of in-
terval-valued possibility distributions used in our numerical
example. In this case, we consider the following optimization
model:

max
r1 ≤ Q ≤ r4

E[π(Q, ξ)], (35)

where E[π(Q, ξ)] � 
[r1 ,r4]

π(Q, r)dCr ξ ≤ r{ }. Model (35)
corresponds to the case θr � θl � 0 in our robust coun-
terpart problem (15). Te optimal order quantity (568) to
model (35) is called the nominal optimal order quantity,
while a maximum mean proft of 28890 to model (35) is
called the nominal maximal proft. Te nominal maximal
proft is larger than the robust optimal values obtained in
Tables 1 and 2, which implies that the nominal optimal
solution (568) in the subregion [550, 600] is not a feasible
solution to our robust counterpart problem (15). Te price
of robustness is the reduction from its nominal optimal
value to its robust optimal value. From the computational
results reported in Tables 1 and 2, we observe that the
price of robustness is increasing with respect to θr or θl,
which can be explained easily by the defnition of pa-
rameters θr and θl. It is noted that with the meaning of
price of robustness, the obtained robust order quantity is
the best uncertainty-immunized solution for our inven-
tory management problem.

From the above comparison study, we obtain the fol-
lowing observations:

(i) Some of data like market demands in inventory
management do not exist and usually are replaced
with retailer’s forecasting. Deterministic inventory
optimization is based on the assumption that future
demands can be forecasted exactly. In the case that
future demands cannot be forecasted exactly, one
should not adopt the resulting optimal solution of
model (32) to order the optimal quantity.

(ii) Te stochastic optimization method for inventory
management problems is based on the assumption
that future demands are random variables and that
decision makers are able to point out the associated
probability distribution. In the case that the prob-
ability distributions of future demands cannot be
determined exactly, the resulting optimal solution
of the stochastic model cannot be used to order
optimal quantity.
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(iii) In the conventional fuzzy optimization method for
inventory management problems, small data per-
turbation in the possibility distribution is usually
ignored. Te inventory problem is solved as if the
given nominal possibility distributions were exact.
Te comparison study demonstrates that there
exists a real need of a technique which is able to
detect cases when data perturbation in possibility
distributions can heavily afect the quality of
nominal solutions. Applying the proposed dis-
tributionally robust optimization method, the
resulting robust optimal order quantity is the best
uncertainty-immunized solution we can associate
with our uncertain single-period inventory man-
agement problem.

 . Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the single-period inventory
management problem from a new perspective. Te major
new results include the following several aspects.

First, when only partial information about the distri-
bution of market demand is available, we characterized the
uncertain demand by an uncertain distribution set, which is
a collection of all generalized possibility distributions of
lambda selections.

Second, based on the proposed uncertain distribution
set, a new robust fuzzy optimization method was developed
for single-period inventory management problems. Under
mild assumptions, we built the robust counterpart of the
original inventory management problem.

Tird, we discussed the computational issue of the ro-
bust counterpart. Based on the structural characteristics of
the three submodels, a domain decomposition method was
designed to fnd the robust optimal solution that can im-
munize against uncertainty in inventory management
problems.

Finally, some computational results were provided to
demonstrate the primary beneft of using the proposed
robust fuzzy optimization method.

Tis study limits the consideration to the generalized
parametric trapezoidal fuzzy variables with bounded pos-
sibility distributions. Extension to considering other types of
uncertain distribution sets with the robust optimization
method is another interesting research direction.
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